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Eroticism has loomed large in the discourse on the South Pacific since the discovery of Tahiti in the late eighteenth century. Sensual reports of the island of Tahiti appeared in the travelogues of the first European explorers. The isle was fertile, and the people shared all pleasures of life with their unexpected European visitors. 
	The Utopian quality of these accounts has always been discerned. Recently this representation of Tahiti has also engendered research. So far literary critics, anthropologists and historians have focused upon the description of the isle as a sexual paradise. Following the example of Saïd’s Orientalism, they have shown Tahiti is represented as the sensual other of the disciplined European. In their analyses women have been given a lot of attention since their attractions are part of the image. In doing so, they have made them a sign of ‘Tahiti’. As a consequence the representation of gender in the travelogues of the European explorers has been left unexplored.
	The accounts of the first explorers warrant an analysis of the representation of women. All travelogues show a discrepancy between the descriptions of indigenous customs on the one hand and women on the other. This stems from the use of stylistic devices. In their discussions of local rites the authors create contrasts with European customs. When describing native women they prefer analogies to European images of femininity. Moreover, they use these similes abundantly: metaphors are tumbling over the page, hiding the actual events.​[1]​
	The descriptions of indigenous women convey unease, even tension. We may presume that this awkwardness stems from the concept of femininity of the explorers. After all, this is the lens through which they perceive female islanders. And according to their reports they see unusual and – according to European standards – unfeminine behaviour displayed by – in their view – real women.
	This paper tries to trace the notions of womanhood of the explorer Bougainville, and of his critic Diderot. In this way the idyllic depiction of an enthusiastic traveller can be checked against the sense of plausibility of a critical armchair-traveller of a similar cultural background. Bougainville’s Voyage autour du monde (1771) provides excellent examples of complicated descriptions of female islanders. Diderot’s Supplément au voyage de Bougainville (1796) questions Bougainville’s interpretation of events. He suggests other explanations for the women’s generosity towards the French. They may seek a profit, and their conning may have improved their status. So, both authors present a different perspective on the first contact, suggesting diverging concepts of femininity.  




Louis-Antoine de Bougainville’s Voyage autour du monde, par la frégate du Roi La Boudeuse et la flûte l’Étoile; en 1766, 1767, 1768 & 1769 is the official account of a journey commissioned by the French king, in order to keep up competition with the British in the struggle for wealth and empire. Although employed as an officer in the army, the author hoped to become acknowledged by les philosophes as an intellectual. He intended to contribute to contemporary discussions on society and humanity in Enlightenment circles. After all, in their debates comparisons of European to non-western cultures had a central place. To this end he kept elaborate diaries during the journey and edited his notes into a polished report immediately upon his return to France. This book was published in May 1771.​[4]​ 
	The travelogue is composed according to the demands of the genre: it consists of a chronological account of the events during the voyage, with a systematic description of the new cultures encountered added in separate chapters.​[5]​ It is written in a precise, factual style – probably chosen to enhance the authority of the text.​[6]​ Only in the chapters on Tahiti a personal voice can occasionally be heard: private responses come to the surface stirring the quiet, still waters of the text, only to disappear again.
	In the chapters on Tahiti the passages on women stand out for several, diverging reasons. Writing on this subject Bougainville becomes more elaborate – sometimes to enchant his audience, sometimes to make their conduct intelligible to his European readership. Besides, these phrases draw the attention because of a change of style. His phrasing shows analogies and references rather than facts. Moreover, in these passages the few personal impressions come through. And more importantly, this is the only instant in which they come to the fore.




Bougainville’s usual, factual style shows throughout his account. It dominates his report of the visit to Tahiti. It appears in the descriptions of somewhat strange customs, even in those involving sexual encounters with Tahitiennes. However, he writes in a straightforward manner only of sexual encounters taking place within a specific social setting. Another, more circuitous style emerges in reports of such encounters without a distinctive, identifiable context. 
	The factual style comes to the fore in reports of receptions at the homes of Tahitian families. Most of these are taking place at the homes of chiefs. During these visits the paterfamilias offers a female member of his household to the French guests. Usually, this woman is subject to his authority. The offer is clearly understood to be part of indigenous culture. It does not raise questions, as becomes evident from the report of Bougainville’s visit to chief Toutaa: 

Il fallut lui rendre sa visite chez lui; nous fûmes bien accueillis, et l’honnête Toutaa m’offrit une de ses femmes fort jeune et assez jolie. L’assemblée était nombreuse, et les musiciens avaient déjà entonné les chants de l’hyménée. Telle est la manière de recevoir les visites de cérémonie.​[7]​

In this report he actually mentions sexual intercourse with the wife of this chief. He does so by calling the music ‘chants de l’hyménée’. This reference is enough to bring the message home to his readers, because he has described this type of reception somewhat earlier in his account. The rest of the report is factual: it mentions the relationship between the woman and the host, and the author assumes that the offer is part of traditional Tahitian hospitality. 
	A very different style of writing emerges in the descriptions of sexual encounters with Tahitian women when the social context is not easily identifiable. Several reasons suggest themselves: either the nature of the proceedings is not obvious, or the relationship between the person who is offering a woman and the woman is not clear. In the travelogue, three reports of unidentifiable encounters can be found: two are part of the chronological account of events; the third is in the systematic description of Tahitian culture. 
	The well-known description of the landing on the island provides the first example. On this occasion a fleet of canoes filled with men and women welcomed the French. The islanders invited them to come ashore and become intimately acquainted with the women. To describe this reception Bougainville turns to analogies and references:  

Les pirogues étaient remplies de femmes qui ne le cèdent pas pour l’agrément de la figure au plus grand nombre des Européennes, et qui, pour la beauté du corps, pourraient le disputer à toutes avec avantage.​[8]​

In this parallel between Tahitian and European women Bougainville refers to a typically European notion of femininity. With the verbs ‘ne cèder à’ and ‘disputer’, he suggests a competition. Besides, he creates the impression that the women are rivalling over their appearance. With this simile he is conveying a double message: Tahitian women are as beautiful as European ones, and they are very feminine as well.  
	Following on from this analogy, he gives another: 

La plupart de ces nymphes étaient nues, car les hommes et les vieilles, qui les accompagnaient, leur avaient ôté la pagne dont ordinairement elles s’enveloppent.​[9]​

This time the parallel is created with a reference to Antiquity: the women in the canoes are named ‘nymphes’. Tahitian women are put on a par with these female figures of classical mythology. In European culture nymphs are usually depicted dressed in veils or nude. By choosing the word ‘nymph’, Bougainville is communicating that Tahitian women are gracious and minimally clothed.
	Analogies and references also dominate the next sentence: 

Elles nous firent d’abord, de leurs pirogues, des agaceries où, malgré leur naïveté, on découvrait quelque embarras; soit que la nature ait partout embelli le sexe d’une timidité ingénue, soit que, même dans les pays où règne encore la franchise de l’âge d’or, les femmes paraissent ne pas vouloir ce qu’elles désirent le plus.​[10]​

The references pertain to Enlightenment as well as early-Romanticist discourse. The first one comes with the word ‘nature’. This refers to the Enlightenment notion of natural laws governing human behaviour. Bougainville assumes the existence of such a law engendering shame in women. The second one shows in the notion ‘l’âge d’or’. It paraphrases Rousseau’s depiction of humanity during the first stage of the development of civilisation. Suggested is that the Tahitians are living in the first phase of this process. Because of they are civilised, they feel shame. These references appear within a simile between Tahitian women and women in general. Together, the references and the analogy emphasise that Tahitian women feel shame, as any other woman.  




The other examples of Bougainville’s circuitous way of writing can be found in somewhat longer pieces of text. In these paragraphs the author starts his report in his usual, factual style; in the middle of the description he changes his tone. These transitions may clarify how the change of style relates to the content: is the change of style induced by something specific? 
	The first example describes a reception at a home of a Tahitian family. Bougainville begins his account businesslike: 

Chaque jour nos gens se promenaient dans le pays sans armes, seuls ou par petites bandes. On les invitait à entrer dans les maisons, on leur y donnait à manger.​[11]​

Then he changes to his circuitous style. At this very moment, he is reporting that in addition to food, sexual pleasure is being offered: 

mais ce n’est pas à une collation légère que se borne ici la civilité des maîtres de maisons.​[12]​

The circuitous style appears with the phrase ‘se borner à’, being limited to. Because the author uses the verb in a negative sense, the focus is on the lack of boundaries. In this way he suggests that there are no limitations to the hospitality of the islanders. After this exaggeration he tells why he considers them so very generous: 

ils leur offraient jeunes filles; la case se remplissait à l’instant d’une foule curieuse d’hommes et de femmes qui faisaient un cercle autour de l’hôte et de la jeune victime du devoir hospitalier; la terre se jonchait de feuillage et de fleurs, et des musiciens chantaient aux accords de la flûte une hymne de jouissance. ‘Vénus est ici la déesse de l’hospitalité, son culte n’y admet point de mystères, et chaque jouissance est une fête pour la nation.​[13]​

In this fragment the stylistic devices characteristic of the circuitous style come to the fore. The description shows many references to the erotic: the music is called a ‘hymne de jouissance’, and this type of event is named a ‘jouissance’. Furthermore, these references are embedded in an analogy between indigenous and classical culture. At the very end of the passage the Roman goddess of love is presented as the icon of Tahitian hospitality. In this way these receptions are put on a par with religious rituals of Antiquity.
 	Interestingly, the women are presented as mere attributes of the ceremony. After all, the offer of the young girls is mentioned as an illustration of traditional generosity. And the young woman engaged in sexual intercourse is described as ‘la jeune victime du devoir hospitalier’. These remarks emphasise their contribution to the reception. This description suggests that the women engage in sexual intercourse as part of an indigenous custom. 
	The change to circuitous writing occurs at the very moment that Bougainville mentions the offering of girls. With his phrasing Bougainville highlights the ceremony. He presents the women as assisting at the ritual: they appear as a gift. And last but not least, he names Venus in order to describe the essence of Tahitian hospitality. As usual in the circuitous style of writing, an icon of femininity takes the place of women.  
	The third and last example of circuitous writing can be found in the systematic description of Tahitian culture. The passage can be found in a rather long paragraph on the social relations between the sexes. Bougainville opens this paragraph by making factual remarks on marriage as the basic social institution. He goes on discussing the sexual roles of the sexes. He makes a distinction between married and unmarried women. At this instance an interesting divergence in style comes to the fore: Bougainville gives a factual account of the lives of the wives. He describes the extensive marital authority of the men. He even mentions the right to oblige his wife to have sexual intercourse with other males. However, he becomes vague in his depiction of the life of unmarried women. He leaves responsibilities unmentioned and social control unnoticed. Instead, he makes sexuality the central theme. According to the text young women are exclusively engaged in pursuing pleasure.
	Bougainville’s way of depicting young women comes to the fore in the following passage: 

Pourqoui donc résisterait-elle à l’influence du climat, à la séduction de l’exemple? L’air qu’on respire, les chants, la danse presque toujours accompagnée de postures lascives, tout rappelle à chaque instant les douceurs de l’amour, tot crie de s’y livrer.​[14]​

Bougainville tries to explain their behaviour. He does not provide one reason but many. He points to natural causes – ‘climat’ and ‘air’ – , as well as cultural ones – ‘chantes’ and ‘danse’. He names one after the other; they tumble over one another. The phrasing shows many references to lust, such as ‘séduction de l’exemple’, ‘postures lascives’, and ‘les douceurs de l’amour’. These references result in a suggesting, evocative style. As a consequence, the erotic pleasures are created rather than described.  




Bougainville succeeded in drawing the attention of the European monde. His report on Tahiti was widely discussed, and the indigenous sexual practices provided food for thought for philosophes who were seeking a sexual morality based on natural law rather than on Christian dogma. Among them was Denis Diderot, one of the leading intellectuals of France. 	Diderot began his Supplément au Voyage de Bougainville soon after publication of the travelogue.​[15]​ The manuscript circulated in Enlightenment salons from 1773 onwards.​[16]​ Somewhat later, it was published as a series of articles in the leading periodical Correspondance littéraire.​[17]​ Both the public reading and the publishing were supposed to contribute to public opinion.​[18]​ So, we may assume that the content was well known, even though the pamphlet was only published posthumously in 1796.
	The first version of the manuscript has four parts. Three of these are dominated by dialogues. Fictitious conversations between two men appear in the first part and the last. They talk about Bougainville’s adventures in the former one, and discuss the feasibility of implementing Tahitian sexual mores in France in the latter. In between these two dialogues there is third one; in the first version this makes up part three. A fictive French monk who has joined the French expedition discusses island society with the native chief Orou. In this dialogue Diderot presents his view of Tahitian culture. This part suits our purpose to check the travel account of Bougainville against the judgement of a critical fellow-traveller.  
	In the dialogue the chaplain and the chief draw comparisons of their respective cultures. As a consequence, contrasts between western and indigenous lifestyles dominate the text. In this respect Diderot’s text does not differ from travel writing. His description of women also shows contrasts rather than analogies to European images of femininity. At this point his text differs from the usual travelogue, and for a reason – as we shall see. 
	As a true philosophe Diderot describes a Utopia. First we shall see how he paints this picture in words; then we take a closer look at his depiction of women. 

The message and the phrasing 

The chief and paterfamilias Orou tries to make his society intelligible to the French monk by drawing comparisons of indigenous customs to European ones. In presenting Tahitian society in this way, Diderot creates one contrast after the other. 
	Already at the start of the dialogue the first contrast shows. Tahitian mores are compared to Christian morality, when the chief offers his wife and daughters as companions for the night – exactly as Bougainville has reported. Orou is offended by the refusal of the monk: ‘elles m’appartiennent, et je te les offre. […] Je n’abuse point de mon autorité’.​[19]​ In the end his pressuring makes the monk oblige. In the course of this interaction both sides clarify their position. At a given moment Orou utters incomprehension, and says: ‘je ne sais ce que c’est que la chose que tu appelles religion; mais je ne puis qu’en penser mal, puisqu’elle t’empêche de gouter un plaisir innocent auquel nature, la souveraine maitresse, nous invite tous’.​[20]​ Here, indigenous ways are presented as normal and Christian morality as contrary to nature. And he concludes the discussion by saying: ‘ces préceptes singuliers, je le trouve opposés à la nature’, contraires à la raison, faits pour multiplier les crimes et fâcher à tout moment le vieil ouvrier qui a tout fait’.​[21]​ Here, Diderot has the Tahitian chief convey the typical Enlightenment train of thought that rules which are contrary to natural law must have an obstructive effect on society.
	Besides this explicit contrast the dialogue shows many implicit ones. One comes to the fore in Orou’s description of indigenous marriage. He pictures this as the opposite of western family values. On the isle marriage equals love: a man and a woman are married by having sexual intercourse. They stay together for the duration of one moon. With the eclipse of the moon the couple is free to part. In case of a separation the woman returns to her father’s household. The children are divided equally between the parents. The expense of raising them is no obstacle; they are provided for by society as a whole. To feed them a sixth part of every harvest is put aside. In presenting society in this way Diderot focuses on sexuality. After all, desire is given free reign: a marital union is based on mutual attraction. The ceremony consists of the intercourse of the partners. The union merely requires their mutual consent and lasts as long as they wish. The offspring is a responsibility of society rather than of the individual couple. All in all, Diderot has sketched the opposite of Christian marriage. He mentions only one similarity with Europe: the women of the isle do not live independently. They stay either at their father’s place or at their husband’s – and presumably are subordinated to their authority. 
	In sum, Diderot creates many contrasts to describe a culture different from European society. He compares a society which is governed by natural law with a Christian one. As a philosophe he could not have done otherwise, since speculation on ‘natural’ society fuelled Enlightenment debate.  
	When discussing women he continues to draw contrasts. In these passages, he points out how some aspects of Tahitian culture affect women and how these work out for men. In this way, he creates oppositions between women and men. 
	Illustrations can be found in the chief’s explanation of the sexual education of youth:  

C’est une grande fête que le jour de l’émancipation d’une fille ou d’un garçon. Si c’est une fille; la veille, les jeunes garçons se rassemblent en foule autour de la cabane et l’air retentit pendant toute la nuit du chant des voix et du son des instruments. Le jour elle est conduite par son pere et pas sa mere dans une enceinte où l’on danse et  où l’on exercise du saut, de la lutte, et de la course déploie l’homme nud devant elle sous toutes les faces et dans touttes les attitudes. Si c’est un garcon, ce sont les jeunes filles qui font en sa présence les frais et les honneurs de la fête et exposent à ses regards la femme nue, sans reserve et sans secret. Le reste de la cérémonie s’acheve sur un lit de feuilles, comme tu l’as vu à ta descente parmi nous.​[22]​

At first glance, Diderot seems to offer a comprehensive description of the sexual education in girls and boys. A closer look reveals his listing of gender-specific details to be far from complete. He mentions only two differences: at the girl’s festivities the parents are assisting, whereas at the boy’s rite they are absent. And at the girl’s occasion the boys show their athletic capabilities, whereas at the boy’s event the contribution of the girls is not specified. More importantly, only half of the comparison is specified. In case of the parental assistance: their part at the girl’s ceremony is evident, whereas their contribution to the boy’s is not mentioned. And regarding the peer group: the boys show their athletic prowess, whereas the girls merely ‘do their bit’. In sum, Diderot’s report of the ceremonies is erratic. In order to draw a comparison of the initiation of girls to that of boys one has to fill the gaps. The same holds true for the paragraph as a whole. To compare the sexual education of girls to that of boys is to make things up.  
	According to recent research, Diderot is very conscious of the power of language. In his texts he creates a kaleidoscope of representations in order to defy interpretation.​[23]​ We can safely assume that the above play of contrasts is created on purpose. But what purpose? The contrasts do not add up. The erratic outlines of the lives of women and men do not give insight into ‘natural’ society. Consequently, this question cannot be answered from Diderot’s perspective on gender in the ideal world. 
	An answer can be found in the effect of the text on the readership. The contrasts pertaining to women make sense within the context of the general European interest in the South Sea. From the reception of Bougainville’s report Diderot knows how keen western readers were on strange sexual customs and attractive indigenous women. In the above description Diderot seems to meet with this curiosity. He pictures a ceremony of which the raison d’être – maturation – implies sexuality. He copies Bougainville’s depiction of a reception at a Tahitian home. This is one of the scenes which had stirred the interest in the Pacific. In choosing to paraphrase this passage he raised certain expectations. After doing so he merely conveys that the girls ‘play their part’. Evidently, Diderot is playing with his readership’s hopes and dreams.
	Diderot’s text is dominated by contrasts. He uses this stylistic device in diverging ways. In his discussion of culture he uses it to convey relevant aspects of ‘natural’ society. In his depiction of women he does so to confront his readership with their eagerness to read marvellous stories on the pleasurable women of the fabled isle. This comes especially to the fore in his discussion of women’s contribution to Tahitian hospitality. 

Bougainville’s tale and Diderot’s retelling

In his retelling of Bougainville’s report of the events after the landing of the French, Diderot makes some subtle but far-reaching changes. Whereas the explorer distinguished different types of receptions, the armchair traveller reduces the proceedings to sexual encounters. Also, these encounters are placed in a different context: while the voyager perceived them as part of an indigenous ritual, the critic interprets the intercourse as a type of exchange. 	Diderot discusses the reception of the French at the end of the dialogue between the chief and the chaplain. When Orou turns the conversation to this topic, he starts with mocking the Frenchmen’s surprise and gratitude: they have not received a gift. On the contrary! They have bartered something valuable: in a few months time their seed will have transformed into the children. He repeats what as he has explained before: children constitute the wealth of the nation. 
	Orou’s choice of words makes evident that the sexual encounters constitute no ordinary exchange: already in the first sentence he mentions the word ‘imposition’. This may be translated as ‘taxes’. Two sentences later he names the taking of seed ‘tribut’, of which the first and foremost translation is ‘taxes’.​[24]​ This type of payment is never made freely. Taxes are paid by people under authority of a state. For eighteenth-century readers the word ‘tribut’ may even have carried connotations of oppression. Persons educated in the humanistic tradition may have associated this term with the Roman Empire. Tribute was paid by peoples who had been brought under Roman rule. With this choice of words Orou reduces sexual intercourse to extracting seed, and places it on a par with taxation – perhaps even with exacting payment under threat of force.
	A similar message is conveyed in the midst of this passage, where Orou points out how: 

Nous ne t’avons point demandé d’argent; nous ne nous sommes point jetté sur tes merchandises; nous avons méprisé tes denrées; mais nos femmes et nos filles sont venues exprimer le sang de tes veines.​[25]​ 

This sentence mentions three ways of appropriating goods which are part and parcel of European dealings with non-western peoples. By naming these in one breath, Diderot points to the dark side of European expansion. But he does not merely refer to the asymmetry in the relations between the west and the rest of the world. He also draws a parallel between enrichment-European-style and the Tahitian one. In creating the simile he suggests the Tahitians are treating the French in the same way as westerners usually deal with others. 
	So, Diderot inverts Bougainville’s interpretation of events: the French are not welcomed; they are robbed of something costly. To create this effect, he reverses the usual roles of the west and the rest. In doing so, he places the French imperialist objective of the expedition at the centre of the story – something Bougainville preferred to leave unmentioned.    
	Of course, Diderot discusses the participation of the women in the reception of the French. It is part of a half-made comparison – just as his description of the girl’s sexual education, discussed above. Furthermore, he draws this erratic parallel for the same reason – to tease his readership. In the process he succeeds in belittling their contribution, by presenting the meeting as one between Tahitians and French rather than between indigenous women and visiting sailors.  
	Orou’s explanation is dominated by a contrast between the islanders and the seamen. Throughout his explanation he speaks of ‘nous’ and ‘vous’. The ‘us’ clearly denotes men and women alike. Even the extraction of seed is presented as executed by both sexes: ‘nous asseions sur toi et sur tes compagnons la plus forte de toutes les impositions’.​[26]​ Towards the end of the passage Orou conveys that the Tahitians intended taking the seed: ‘Cest un essai que nous avons tenté et qui pourra nous réussir’.​[27]​ Moreover, these two examples carry weight because they are placed at the beginning and at the end of the discussion. So, from the beginning to the end Diderot stresses that males and females of Tahiti approach the French as one. 
	In this contrast between ‘us’ and ‘you’ Diderot mentions the participation of the women.  This remark has already been cited: 
 
Nous ne t’avons point demandé d’argent; nous ne nous sommes point jetté sur tes merchandises; nous avons méprisé tes denrées; mais nos femmes et nos filles sont venues exprimer le sang de tes veines.​[28]​ 

By placing the word ‘but’ in the middle of this sentence he creates an opposition between the first half of the message and the second half, between an unspecified ‘us’ and ‘our women and our girls’. This phrasing strongly suggests a parallel between the-opposite-of-women and women, or between men and women. Furthermore, these two groups of people are related to types of appropriation. The first group takes money and merchandise, and the second extracts blood from veins. Following the train of thought suggested by the word ‘but’, what reader would not interpret the above sentence as the men do this and women do that? Of course, Diderot creates this erratic parallel between ‘us’ and ‘women’ to confront the readership with their expectations. With the opposition he promises to disclose some interesting information regarding the women of the isle. Only to tell the reader what he already knows: the women have come and taken the seed. 
	The word ‘but’ works in as a kaleidoscopic way. On first sight it suggests a contrast between groups of people. Close reading reveals it pertains to a difference in performance. After all, there is only one actual difference mentioned. The first group does nothing, but the second one does act. The action sets the women apart, not the sex. With this use of the word ‘but’ Diderot creates an ironic twist. It creates a contrast between passivity and activity. Taking action makes the difference, whereas being of the female sex does not. The irony lies in an important condition. To be able to take this type of action, one has to be female. 
	In his description of the proceedings the contribution of the women is mentioned once. A half-made parallel between ‘us’ and ‘women and girls’ is drawn. The comparison promises some interesting information on the sexes. Instead, the action sets persons apart, not their sex. 




Late eighteenth century reports on non-western cultures present diverging accounts of indigenous customs on the one hand and the women on the other. As other authors Bougainville and Diderot describe Pacific cultures seriously, but picture Tahitian women in indirect and suggestive ways. We assumed this circuitousness results from unease: the explorers may have felt awkward because the women’s behaviour did not comply with their notion of womanhood.
Bougainville’s travelogue confirms this assumption: the explorer has no difficulty to report factually on women engaged in sexual activities. He loses his composure, however, when he cannot connect them to a male in a position of authority – a paterfamilias, a chief. This change in tone does not need to surprise us: during the early-modern era dependency on a father or a husband was thought to be the ‘natural’ condition of the woman. 
	Diderot does not part from Bougainville. As a true philosophe he takes the emancipation of sexuality form Christian morality seriously. He designs an ideal society in which sexual desire can be expressed by men and women. But although the women follow their desire, they are spending their lives within a family, and thus with a paterfamilias. In his Utopia, women live under supervision of a male. 
	Both Bougainville and Diderot seem to lack a real interest in the predicament of women. Bougainville uses images of femininity, which are acceptable and attractive to a European readership. 	In Diderot’s text, the writing on women is somewhat more complex. He seems aware of the enthusiasm of the European reading public regarding the South Sea. He confronts this interest in the women of Tahiti rather harshly. Perhaps Diderot became uneasy whenever he was thinking of western men indulging in fantasies of indigenous women, just as Bougainville felt uneasy describing women pursuing pleasure freely.
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